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Nour Mobarak

1. PREFACE 

An unpuritan discipline: one that we were foolhardy in eschewing in 
hopes to transmit pure expression. We are sexed and sensed, and then only 
what we’ve absorbed. Art can be sensual and revelatory, whilst the artist 
must find that space equally through their rational and irrational self, and 
it will come from a self-imposed struggle that creates a space in which 
our collective struggle may find solace. For all its faults, capitalism has 
given us a boom in the tools we may use for self-expression, both through 
efficient archiving and a plethora of media. We are at a point now in 
history where we must reconnect with our personal rituals and meaning, 
to learn how to give them away, extra-economically. Cultural capital is 
very real, and the exchange of culture has certainly ripped many away 
from sublimating our sex and grief through art - it has instead opted, 
very often, to mimic art, or to mimic forms that refuse it, in order to 
acquire a funded identity and a product. But we’ve absorbed it still, and 
so be it, it is us. If trans-substantiation has its conceptual equivalents in 
ancient alchemy and the upgrade, I wonder then how we can turn our 
current intelligence, sometimes self-centered and defeatist, into wine. 
Perhaps through allowing it to find its own symbols and mythos, one 
which could be likened to the God-faced letters of hieroglyphs. All a 
denizen could smell of the dripping snow of palm trees when they are 
too hot and wish to be cold, or when they are too cold and wish to be hot. 
Humor is essential to expose the folly of humans, but there is a beauty 
which the 20th century I experienced scoffed into the Void, when we 
could, instead, make a loop of our cosmos, and find again the belly laugh 
in spun bismuth, now Pepto Bismol. This void is one where humans 
float on genitals and twinkle sprays of blood. Let’s sympathize with 
your grief not through a smug self-deprecation which functions like the 
confession booth, but with darkness very real. Let’s revel in your joker 
with the luminescence of phosphor.  We all must choose whether to rip 
ourselves off or to inhale our good fortune in being allowed to zone out 
on welding, or in talking about welding, or intimacy. Art can be intimate, 
and spiked when seeing a man now limping toward you, his fallen piss 
bag in inch-worm tow, his rotting smile joyously booming your name. 



2. TEXT 

MOTION PICTURE EKPHRASIS

WHITE BOY ON A CARPET SADDLE SITTING ONTO NOTHING 
NOW WITH SOME BLUSH ON HIS FACE AND A DUCKS CAP
SKIRT LIFTED HE SWIGS THEN BOUNCES ON HIS KNEES

READING THE NEWSPAPER:
NEWS THAT ALL A DENIZEN CAN SMELL THE DRIPPING 
SNOW OF PALM TREES WHEN THEY ARE TOO HOT AND WISH 
TO BE COLD, OR WHEN THEY ARE TOO COLD AND WISH TO 
BE HOT.

INSIDE A DIAMOND SHAPED SHELTER, TWO ROOFS FUSED, 
HAS THATCHING, AND AN IBIS NOW INSERTS ITS LONG 
CURVED BEAK DEEP DEEP DOWN.

THE WHITE BOY SWIGS AGAIN HIS SPUN BISMUTH

AND WANDERS OUT SAYS TO THE IBIS

“IBIS, YOUR SPECIES SURVIVES ONLY BECAUSE THE TURKS 
FOUND YOU GODLY, YOUR BEAK AND STEMS AND BABIES. 
YOU SAW THAT THE SPINNING CAUSED A STROBE. IT’S LIKE 
THE FLICKERING OF DOORS WHEN THOSE BURST OUT THEN 
IN, FURIOUS AND THEN TITILLATED.”

IBIS, BEAK STILL IN,

“CAN WE TALK ABOUT HOW PRETTY I AM?!”

BOY SMILES TO HIS INCISORS



On Nour Mobarak
 Not yet free, would we keep on writing if it wasn’t so cheap? The will to 
write at all is itself the dearest object, and Nour Mobarak’s writing succeeds crises 
of the wallet and the heart. Moving between art communities on five or so coasts, her 
internationalism is the vivry baseline of a practice wholly invested in the fabrication 
and far-flinging projection of identities. The remains of a Peter-Manson/Kathy-Acker 
fighting machine waste aromatically on the hot pink sand, but the model to which 
Mobarak’s emerging writing practice bears the most affinity is Beckett’s, next to whom 
she is perspicacious in her amarathine duel with the slowly closing grip of Futility.
 Nour’s annotations to Francis Crot’s Xena fan-fic The Seven Curses are a 
multifistular sheen upon the fiery brush lattice of Crot’s excellent tale of Love, and 
they are strewn there by an all-elemental zootokon frolicking pseudopodially in 
the cluttered passages of a nearby world of Strife. These Xena soliloquies deserve 
to ever flicker upon the Warrior Princess’ hallowed mythographic roll. Will the 
Xena fan community ever acknowledge their World legislations? There’s got to 
be an honest to Demogorgon film of it. Reine Ibi could be Divine. Parallel tracks 
of glittering black and white video and psychedelic noise are the song-dreams of 
Nour’s terrorist methodology. Her strikes are tactical, exploiting reverse discourse 
and extreme measures, as in her recent kidnapping of Finland’s most infamous 
anti-celebrity, Ibi Love. Reconciliation of the Love/Strife turbo-cosmology is 
complicated in Reine Ibi (2010), where the serial TV format prescribes a cyclic return 
to third-person narration, which is delivered in verse by an ice-skating child. Here 
is the third annotation to The Seven Curses, entitled “Enhancements to Humanity”:

At the age of 4.2(0), I told you already, I told you already about how I could *cook*, 
better than your mother-fucking mom ever did...I can tell you that [Crot] has not been 
able to transmit the reason for my overwhelming success in the fields of myth facts, 
the fX channel, battle savvy and all this presupposes, red carpets, shaved carpets, 
wet white-t competitions, fucking my mother. I am a warrior princess because 
I don’t give a god damn about babies and because I am critically attuned to my 
senses and thus the senses of the universe and mana and the ebb and flow of tides 
and zephyrs and romantic pastures and the impending chinese dynastic cycle...But 
I can smell my cunt not only on my fingers, neither only on my fingers and on my 
pen, but also in the blood I have shed from every shitcocked ogre I have destroyed.

 Mobarak’s silent horror short Jesus Is the Only Time Traveller (Paris, 2007) must 
be the lost prequel to Pink Flamingos, but what to do with those dinner party inter-titles? 
“Sun Kong Clip Centre R&G Kinsington / Open Space Sharp Edge Badger We Buy 
For / Cash Bolu Kebab Steak Tarmar Dry Selo Mortar. / Bahar Kebab House Pomeroy 
Oddy / Fashions The Believer’s Mission Chu-” The decadence is just that opaque before 
the death brawl wipeout, where point blank executions are staged with Ras Banana’s 
insanely cool advert for “Super Coiffure” mounted in the background: like how the 
pizza becomes the guts, like how the alien Christian time police only wear ceremonial 
tighty whities, like how their reptilian emanations make sure you see the pail before it 
drenches you in real ketchup solution, like how they then proceed to actually kill your 
ass, slurping your sublimated flesh with judicial authenticity. “How wonderful is Death, 
/ Death and his brother Sleep!” Endings tend generically towards bloodbaths, and with a 
hand on the thigh of the woman before him, one of the characters in Jesus remarks: “Well, 
death is obviously the best joke.” Where love’s climax is haunted by expiration’s rattle, 
indiscriminate slaughter is code for “dwell[ing] in the real Eden, a city of flaming fire.”  
       
       — JK



Trevor Joyce
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Sixth Month, Year 408: Fire

My thatched hut was pitched down a back lane
where I let in no big men in their cars,
and there, in the hot months when the wind blew long and hard
that’s where my house and trees went up in smoke.

Of all that house, not one small roof was left,
so we lodge light now in a boat just by the gate.

High and sharp, the late sky of a fall day,
and right up there, the moon just off the full;
fruit and green veg start back to grow
but the shocked birds still don’t come.

The night is a good time to think
when one glance takes the whole scope of the sky.

As a kid I had no need of mates for play,
and now I have four tens of years to count
the shape of my own self and what I’ve made, all change,
but my soul sits calm and wants no thing,
is true and sure, made of its own sole stuff;
not jade nor gem can be so strong.

There was a time, the old books tell,
when grain to spare was left lie in the fields;
then men could pat their gut and feel no care,
at dawn they rose, and they slept sound at night.

I was not born in days like those,
so I’ll just damp the dirt, and give my plants to drink.
 
(From the Chinese of Tao Qian)



On Trevor Joyce

On a certain platitude Trevor JOYCE is damned if he does and damned if 
he doesn’t—a name like that!—engage: cold stone of modernist monolith, 
the gods of tradition demand, when all the ritual and run of verse—Irish, 
Revival, Europe, America, China:  itinerant climate. Yet ‘Spring Comes’ 
in Joyce’s poem and it is not spring and all nor the hounds of spring, 
though winter traces. Instead: ‘All is blended, and implied meanings are / 
deep, implicit and rather fascinating.’ Keen-scented they may be, but these 
poems are not the return. His poetry shifts axis.

In this land we meet with a generosity which refuses, unlike much 
contemporary poetry, to suffer fools gladly. Instead we must get on terms 
with the language: “chiselled” and strange—but also warily hearkening. 
In a spirit approaching respect, careful yet full, we encounter the heart-
keening through love, parting, sorrow, politics and place: ‘Scene vividly 
displays, in a mild transform of the received, / Flowering branches 
penetrate through the ancient yet intact.’ Joyce braves translation, 
not as prowess (though his “workings” certainly have that), but as 
conversation—and here, perhaps, we uncover the difference between a 
poetry of namesakes and poetry which names for the sake of people, their 
politics, their place:

 Who would trade horses
 for good verse, may God reward;
 if [he speaks] well of Niall, think
 what could a poet say, for pay!
                      What say?

        — LK



Trevor Joyce
has lived and worked in Cork Ireland for 
twenty-five years, for the last twelve of 
which he’s been a director of the SoundEye 
International Poetry Festival. His books 
include with the first dream of fire they hunt 
the cold (New Writers’ Press / Shearsman, 
2001 & 2003) and What’s in Store (NWP / 
The Gig, 2008). Courts of Air and Earth 
(Shearsman, 2009) gathers all his workings 
from middle and early-modern Irish. He 
has been a Fulbright Scholar, is a member 
of Aosdána, and is the Judith E. Wilson 
Visiting Poetry Fellow for 2009-10. As part 
of his CRS reading, he read the  poetry of 
Lorca, Patrick Galvin, and Mark Mallon.
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Nour Mobarak
resides in Portland Oregon and 
is an artist working with video, 
music, writing, and performance. 
She has just returned from a 
two month residency in Finland 
where she co-created Reine 
Ibi, a dramatic 8-episode cable 
access television series with 
Benjamin Crotty, starring national 
personality Ibi Love. She plays 
music in the bands Smegma 
and Fred Meyer. She wrote the 
annotations to Francis Crot’s 
Xena Warrior Princess fan-fic, The 
Seven Curses (2008), and her book 
Rogue Iniki is forthcoming from 
Critical Documents. Her writing is 
published in the ITIOFD[V]GNH-
VRD anthology (2008), Poetry 
Salzburg Review 15 (2009), and 
Hot Gun 2 (forthcoming). As part 
of her CRS reading, she read Tony 
Conrad, Pier Pasolino, Beckett, 
and Shakespeare. 


